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Simon Harrisâ€™s new Cabinet formally appointed by President at Ã�ras an UachtarÃ¡in


Who has new Taoiseach Simon Harris appointed to his ministerial team?

Keano-esque McCabe canâ€™t stop the inevitable with Ireland left admiring Englandâ€™s quality 

â€˜I live in a body in which there is often no value to the pain I experience . . . itâ€™s just a glitch in the systemâ€™

Three arrested after cannabis worth â‚¬700,000 seized in Co Roscommon

Analysis: Inexperience no barrier to potential success for Simon Harris 
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Inside Politics Podcast


McDonald hits a nerve as Harris takes the reins 
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By Fintan O'Toole
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Editorials

 The Irish Times view on the new Taoiseach: Harris must show he has substance


Consumer should benefit from the Supreme Court decision on personal injury guidelines
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Coach Scott Bemand feels â€˜now is the right timeâ€™ for  Moloney to return to the Ireland squad

Higher Options: how can I choose the right course?

â€˜My blood is boilingâ€™: Vodafoneâ€™s contact methods irk readers 

Higher Options career talks: applying to Cambridge

Higher Options career talks: Ucas & studying in the UK



MOST READ





1
â€˜When my grandad arrived he was illiterate, and now his grandson is earning this country an Oscar nominationâ€™


2
Home of the Year winner revealed: restored 1920s redbrick â€˜full of style and bold designâ€™ lands the big prize


3
Ireland will soon formally recognise state of Palestine, TÃ¡naiste tells DÃ¡il


4
Dublin Fire Brigade sends six units to combat commercial premises fire


5
Simon Harrisâ€™s new Cabinet formally appointed by President at Ã�ras an UachtarÃ¡in
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SPORT





Damien Duff tired of Ireland manager saga as Shelbourne await punishment for smoke bomb incident
Leaders Shelbourne host Bohs in a sold-out Dublin derby at Tolka on Friday but Reds boss Damien Duff braced for potential ban on travelling Shels fans for Galway fixture


Coach Scott Bemand feels â€˜now is the right timeâ€™ for  Moloney to return to the Ireland squad

Clinical England pick off Ireland in front of 30,000 at the Aviva 



Arsenal hold their nerve to pull off second-half salvage job against Bayern



Valverde ensures honours even after after night to remember at BernabÃ©u

Keano-esque McCabe canâ€™t stop the inevitable with Ireland left admiring Englandâ€™s quality 


Live - Euro 2025 qualifier

Republic of Ireland 0 England 2 (FT) - Euro 2025 qualifier defeat as it happened
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Insurers face pressure to cut premiums as court removes injury awards uncertainty
â€˜Insurers have a responsibility to reflect this in their premiumsâ€™


Output from multinational-dominated â€˜modern sectorâ€™ of economy drops 21%

 Senior manager at security firm with alleged â€˜culture of racismâ€™ denies calling guard a â€˜foreign c***â€™



Show-us-the-money time for Irish press amid plans for publicly funded news coverage



EU launches investigation into Chinese wind turbine companies

Ronanâ€™s plan for Citigroup office draws objections from Clarion Quay apartment owners  

Plan for Ennis data centre gets green light
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â€˜Emotionalâ€™ David Cameron meets Donald Trump as he urges US Republicans to unblock Ukraine aid
Britainâ€™s foreign secretary stops for private dinner at Trumpâ€™s Florida resort en route to Washington


Israeli security cabinet considers latest Gaza ceasefire proposal

Parents of teen who killed four in US school shooting sentenced to 10 years in prison



Zelenskiy inspects front line fortifications as Russia steps up assault on eastern Ukraine



South Africa court rules ex-president Jacob Zuma can run for parliament

Russia and Kazakhstan evacuate more than 100,000 people amid worst flooding in decades

Germany denies complicity in Gaza genocide at UN court







CRIME & LAW





Three arrested after cannabis worth â‚¬700,000 seized in Co Roscommon
GardaÃ conducted search in Loughglynn as part of ongoing investigation targeting suspected grow houses


Dublin man stuck animal skulls on neighbourâ€™s wall in dispute over boundary, court hears

Former Defence Forces member charged with sex assaults on two soldiers at military base



High Court refuses to grant injunctions restraining sale of Dublin hotel



â€˜Dublin Jimmyâ€™ was friendly with and worked for Sean Quinn, brother tells court 

Stardust inquests jury to return on Wednesday after fifth day considering verdicts

Clarification of legal status of personal injury guidelines turns spotlight on insurers
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Simon Harrisâ€™s new Cabinet formally appointed by President at Ã�ras an UachtarÃ¡in
â€˜I will work every day to improve the lives of allâ€™, says new Fine Gael Taoiseach Simon Harris on first day in office


Election of Simon Harris as Taoiseach a chance to â€˜reset relationshipsâ€™, says DUP chief

Who has new Taoiseach Simon Harris appointed to his ministerial team?



Inexperience no barrier to potential success for Simon Harris 



McDonald hits a nerve as Harris takes the reins 
 Listen | 39:15


Simon Harris pledges to be a â€˜Taoiseach for allâ€™

Ireland will soon formally recognise state of Palestine, TÃ¡naiste tells DÃ¡il
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Scam booking.com listing: 'My daughter looked on Google Earth and it became obvious the photos were not genuine'

Albert Edwardsâ€™ stock bubble warning is overdone 
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Tasty breaded cod fillets for no-cook nights

Food & Drink Quiz: Do you know what is in a classic negroni cocktail?
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Community in Co Down town â€˜shocked and heartbrokenâ€™ as man dies in crash

Tuesdayâ€™s Top Stories
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â€˜The Swedes probably have a better work-life balance to what we have in Irelandâ€™

A guide for those left behind: four small things you can do after a loved one emigrates
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Tenth consecutive monthly heat record alarms and confounds climate scientists

Ignore the scaremongering. The EUâ€™s Nature Restoration Law can be a tool to empower farmers
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Higher Options: how can I choose the right course?


Higher Options career talks: applying to Cambridge

Higher Options career talks: Ucas & studying in the UK
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Seven products our beauty writer returns to again and again
 Listen | 52:33
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The challenges facing Irelandâ€™s youngest and most untested Taoiseach 
 Listen | 22:34
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Interview - Dannah Oâ€™Brien, Irelandâ€™s young outhalf
 Listen | 42:01








In the News Podcast


School phobia: Boy became â€˜gripped with terrorâ€™ shortly after starting secondary school in 2021
 Listen | 26:23
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By Mary Carolan
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Simon Harris has officially been appointed Taoiseach by President Higgins at Ã�ras an UachtarÃ¡in.
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New Fine Gael leader takes position after vote in DÃ¡il and receiving seal of office from Michael D Higgins at Ã�ras an UachtarÃ¡in
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â€˜Bus gatesâ€™ on Dublin quays to be implemented in August

Howth residents raise concerns over Conor McGregorâ€™s plans to develop boutique hotel
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Early years educatorsâ€™ pay must be increased, inaugural childcare conference told 

Let us pray for peacemakers, resilient as olive trees deeply rooted in this contested land of Palestine
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Out-Apple-ing the MacBook? Samsungâ€™s â‚¬2,000 Galaxy Book 4 Pro

Truth Social valued on virtual hot air, not fundamentals 
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â€˜Bus gatesâ€™ on Dublin quays to be implemented in August

Investigation opens after Boeing engine cover falls off, strikes wing flap during take-off
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LÃ Ban the mermaid to Charles the healer: The strange lives of some less famous Irish saints

Sinn FÃ©in urged to apologise to families of IRA campaign in â€˜specific wayâ€™
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Mary Hobart obituary: Gallery owner who played a crucial role in raising awareness of Irish art

Michael Coady obituary: A poet profoundly at ease in the world
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An tSeanmÃ³ir don Domhan

Radharc eile ar aimsir na hathbheochana
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Our Test Drive: Honda e:NY1

Our Test Drive: BYD Dolphin
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Common Ground

How does a post-Brexit world shape the identity and relationship of these islands
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Stardust 

 Inquests into the nightclub fire that led to the deaths of 48 people
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Family Notices

Weddings, Births, Deaths and other family notices
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